
Crowderum whitepaper

Crowderum is a project focused on the customer. The problem that we can see in the
cryptocurrency space is that most platforms have huge fees. Not only when you buy crypto but
even when you want to buy NFT.

We are here to fix the problem. Our platform for NFT exchange will have a 0% fee from the
start. After we go ICO the fee will be 0.1% which is still much better than what any of our
competitors offers.

The platform is accessible on crowderum.com you can register, upload your NFT and obviously
buy and sell NFT.

We are currently still in a very early stage. But that means there is a great opportunity here for
you. You can mine crowderum coin in our app for free. The app is mining in the cloud so it
doesn't drain your battery nor it uses any of your computing power.

You literally have nothing to lose here. With the coins you mine in our app you can buy NFTs on
our platform.

We understand the power of people. That is why we are offering free coins when you invite your
friends to register on our platform. We hope this will bring awareness to this project and allow us
to continue the development.

Due to unclear and ever-changing regulatory laws, in-app coins are considered in-app tokens,
and any user who mines them agrees that they are not security or crypto-assets. The app is
used to raise awareness of the project and the project will only proceed if it does not violate any
laws. If the legislation of your country prohibits the mining of this type of coins, the user is



prohibited from mining them. And he can use the app only for gaining knowledge about
cryptocurrencies.

In the process we want to inform the user about the workings of cryptocurrencies and possible
scams to reduce the number of people who would be ripped off in the crypto industry.

KYC will take place before the official launch of the coin on decentralized networks.

Sincerely,

The Crowderum Team


